Introduction
transmission dynamics and underlying fitness effects. Finally, we discuss further challenges in the 120 way of implementing a trait-based approach in VBD research. 121 122
Evidence for Trait Variation in Vectors 123
Variation in vector traits can be grouped into three primary types: 1) variation across the 124 lifespan of an individual; 2) variation within a population; and 3) environmentally driven variation. 125
These are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Note that we use derivatives for quantifying over-time, with-126 environment and combined types of trait variation to represent the idealized scenario that the trait 127 value function varies continuously and smoothly with respect to another variable. In reality, it may not 128 always be possible to express these as smooth functions for to empirical or theoretical reasons. variation in biting probability within a population at a fixed point in time. Underlying the error bars 134 around each mean is a quantifiable trait probability distribution p(z). In this example, variation in trait 135 values z were, in part, generated by differences in infection status (Cator et al., 2013) . B: Within-136 individual, over time: for example, biting probability may vary over the vector's lifespan (Cator et Variation across the lifespan of an individual. For transmission to occur a vector must survive the 146 extrinsic incubation period of the parasite, which is often long compared to vector life span. Thus, 147 how traits vary across lifespan could impact patterns of transmission. Vector behavior and life history 148 may vary over the lifetime of an individual, for example, due to intrinsic processes such as aging.
149
There is evidence for age-specific vector competence (Soliman et al., 1993) and longevity ultimately impact VBD pathogen transmission rate. This is particularly true when 171 vector pathogen susceptibility co-varies with transmissibility (Keeling et al., 2003) . 172 173
Environmentally driven variation. The vast majority of vectors are small ectotherms, so their 174 behavior and life history are sensitive to their environment. Thus, the third type of variation, due to 175 environmental drivers, may have short-or long-term effects on vector traits of the vector (Fig. 1) . The 176 majority of data on this kind of variation, not surprisingly, comes from investigations of temperature. parameters are all essentially traits that are either directly-measurable properties of the vector itself (a, 238 μ) or which can be derived from underlying traits of the vector and parasite (b, c, P). Thus, the 239 classical models assume that vector (and host) traits do not affect total vector or host population size, 240
and that these traits do not vary in any way (Fig. 1) . Furthermore, all of the vector's biology and 241 ecology are represented by only its adult (often female) biting rate, survival, extrinsic incubation 242 period, competence, and abundance -all of which are assumed to be independent of each other. For 243 example, biting rate (a) is assumed to have no effect on mortality (μ) or vector population density (V) 244 and does not vary across individuals or over time. Thus, previous work has incorporated trait variation into models of vector-borne disease 325 dynamics to varying degrees, yielding important insights into transmission dynamics. However, none 326 of these approaches incorporate both mechanistic linkages between traits (e.g., co-variation in biting 327 rate and survival), and trait variation (across time, space, and individuals) on population and 328 transmission dynamics. Here, we present a general trait-based research framework that places these 329 previous approaches in a common context, and can provide a foundation for systematically tackling 330 the challenge of incorporating trait variation into VBD dynamics. The framework is illustrated in Fig.  331 5. In general, a full trait-based VBD system's specification must include (SI section 1): 332 1. Transmission compartments: For example, the SIR compartments as presented in the Ross-333
MacDonald type models (e.g., H S , H R ) and may have additional host sub-compartments (H j , 334
where j ≥ 0) tailored to a particular disease. 335 2. Vector life history compartments: These would include the commonly used infected susceptible 336 vector sub populations (V S, V I ), but additionally include the vectors' juvenile life stage 337 subpopulations, starting at birth (V 0 ) and followed by immature stages (V l , where l ≥ 0). In adult 338 stages, we include the potential for additional stages (V k ) leading to an infectious adults (V I ). 339 3. Species interaction compartments: These will depend on the type of interaction desired, but 340 typically at least one consumer-resource interaction would be necessarily incorporated, as all 341 vectors arguably experience significant mortality from predation in one or more life stages. This 342 would require compartments for a resource species consumed by the vector (R 1 ) and predator 343 species that consume the vector (C 1 ). In more complex systems, with multiple consumers and 344 resources additional compartments could be added (C n , R m ). 345 4. Trait Variation: A suite of trait (e.g., vector mortality, fecundity and biting rates) to parameter 346 mappings that determine fitness effects, and at least a single type of trait variation, such as with an 347 environmental factor (dz/dE; e.g., temperature) ( Fig. 1, 5 Abundance of a single resource species (R 1 ) that is the primary energy source of the vector population 360 (may actually be the host itself, so R 1 = H S ), and a single consumer species (C 1 ) that is the primary 361 source of mortality for the vector population; Trait variation: A suite of trait to parameter mappings 362 that determine fitness (e.g., vector mortality, fecundity and biting rates), and a single type of trait 363 variation, such as variation with an environmental factor (dz/dE; e.g., temperature; see 
373
As we have discussed above, much of the ground work for trait-based VBD research has 374 already been laid by previous work. Our framework builds on these efforts by proposing mechanistic 375
Trait-Parameter mappings, and incorporating trait variation (and co-variation) into these 376 compartments, as explained below. vector competence directly impact transmission rate by altering that the rates at which vectors 398 become infected (move from V S to V I ), and the rate at which susceptible hosts become infected 399 (move from H S to H I ) (Fig. 5) . Certain transmission traits are also interaction traits (e.g., biting 400 rate).
401
Physical traits (e.g., body size, or wing length) are also important, but only if they can be mapped onto 402 one of these three types of traits. A key feature of a trait-based VBD framework is that model 403 parameters need to be either interpreted as one of these classes of traits, or decomposed into one or 404 more traits. Also, under this framework "fitness" has a more general meaning in its evolutionary 405 connotation (see Glossary): it is the change in abundance value of any compartment (population). So, 406
for example, mortality rate (decreases population abundance), fecundity (increases abundance), and 407 biting rate (affects abundance thorough fecundity and mortality), are all parameters in that they exert 408 fitness effects in the VBD system, and each can also be interpreted as a trait because it is directly 409 measurable. In contrast, vectorial capacity is not a trait as it is a derived measure and cannot be 410 directly measured. Thus the distinction between "trait" and "parameter" is a matter of context (see 411 Glossary). Finally, note that a fitness effect in the transmission component (Fig. 5) Fig. 5 ), 514 the mean value would be a good measure of the central tendency of the trait. However, as we have 515 discussed above, there is rapidly accumulating evidence that trait variation matters to VBD dynamics, 516 while, at the same time, there has been very little work on quantifying the nature of this variation in 517 parameters or traits. Therefore, the second key step in a trait-based VBD framework is to use Trait-518
Parameter mappings (component 1 above) to quantify how variation in functional traits generates 519 variation in fitness. That is, after identifying key functional traits and building trait-parameter models, 520 the effect of trait variation on the parameter, and eventually, fitness distribution in each class of 521 compartment (Transmission, Vector population, and Interactions) needs to be quantified. Also, the 522 same trait can affect the fitness of more than one compartment. For example, variation in biting rate or 523 intrinsic mortality would affect both vector population fitness (e.g., r max ) and transmission fitness 524 (e.g., R 0 ). Incorporating or mapping any of the above three types of trait variation (Fig. 1) Fig. 3 ), which are better constructed mechanistically using Trait-Parameter 527 mappings. Below we will illustrate this using a mathematical model for incorporating environment-528 driven variation (dz/dE) with temperature as the driver E, into the vector population's intrinsic 529 growth rate (a measure of population fitness) and disease transmission rate (a measure of disease 530 fitness). This example will also illustrate the utility of a mechanistic Trait-Parameter mapping for 531 correctly characterizing the distribution (variation) of parameters (in that case, with respect to an 532 environmental variable: Temperature). 533 534
Fitness→Population Dynamics 535
The next step is to quantify how trait variation determines vector population abundance or dynamics 536 over time through fitness effects. This requires the construction of stage-structured population 537 dynamic models that also include species interactions (Fig. 5 ). There are two key challenges here. The 538 first is quantification of the impact of species interactions (that is, of the vector with its resources or 539 its consumers) on its stage-structured population dynamics. This is an area of ongoing investigation 540 not just in VBD research, but in ecology in general. Species interactions impact life history traits, 541 especially fecundity and mortality, by shifting them from the baseline, interaction-independent values 542 (Roux et al., 2015) . For example, fecundity increases with availability of the vector's resources 543 (vector-resource or vector-host interaction), and mortality with the vector's consumers (vector-544 predator interaction). Tackling this first challenge will require mathematical models (and 545 complementary empirical studies) that tractably include the impacts of species interactions on 546 baseline (or idealized) life history/demographic parameters (typically measured in the laboratory), 547 especially fecundity and mortality. One relatively simple way to make progress in this direction is to 548 re-define the otherwise idealized life history parameter (e.g., development rate, fecundity, and 549 mortality) functions to include losses or gains due to species interactions. This approach could 550 circumvent the additional complexity of explicitly adding consumer-resource dynamics to vector 551 population and transmission dynamics.
552
The second challenge is quantification of the impact of trait variation (Fig. 3) Trait-Parameter models) with variation to allow deviations from the standard exponential 563 assumptions (for example see (Brand et al., 2016) ) to determine how sensitive abundance is to trait 564 variation. Below, we provide an example of how trait-based fitness effects can be mapped onto vector 565 abundance using one type of trait variation (environment-driven, specifically temperature). 566 567
Population Dynamics→Transmission Dynamics 568
The final step is to quantify transmission dynamics using trait-based vector population dynamics and 569 resulting vector-host interaction rates (Fig. 1) . To achieve this, two key challenges on the theoretical 570 front need to be tackled. First, how trait variation determines the timescale of fluctuations in vector 571 population sizes and vector-host interaction traits relative to the timescale of transmission dynamics 572 needs to be modeled and validated. The trait-based approach, by deriving the timescales of population 573 fluctuations mechanistically, would "naturally" determine whether and when the separation of the 574 timescales of population and transmission dynamics, implicit in classical (compartment-type) VBD 575 models, is valid (see example below). Second, the appropriate level of biological complexity 576 (essentially, number of parameters or traits) needed to capture the effect of trait variation through 577 population dynamics on transmission dynamics needs to be determined. For example, trait variation in 578 both juveniles and adults may need to be incorporated simultaneously into transmission models (see 579 example below; Fig. 5 ). In addition to vector traits that affect its population dynamics, models and 580 data on traits that determine the ability of the vector to transmit a pathogen (e.g., P and bc in eqn. 1) 581
and interact with the host (e.g., a in eqn. 1) will be needed. In many cases, these transmission-relevant 582 traits will be the same as those determining fitness. For example, both, encounter rate with host and 583 with the vector's resources (or predators) are determined by body size and velocity (Fig. 2) . Indeed, 584 the host is the primary or sole resource in many vectors (e.g., aphids) which links transmission 585 parameters directly to the vector's fitness though biting and feeding rate. 586 587
Operationalizing the roadmap 588
We recognize that achieving all four of the above steps within a single VBD system is a daunting 589 task. MacDonald type) models (Transmission Dynamics in Fig. 5 ) by modelling trait-based vector 597 abundance and biting rate parameters. We now provide an example of how trait-based fitness effects 598 can mapped onto vector abundance and transmission using one type of trait variation (environment-599 driven; temperature), and show that it can substantially change predictions about VBD transmission 600 rate and dynamics relative to a more phenomenological approach. 601 602
An example: A trait-based model of mosquito abundance and disease transmission 603
As an example of the difference and kinds of insights we might hope to gain with a trait-based 604 approach, we now show how a trait-based approach (Fig. 5) can lead to novel predictions about vector 605 population dynamics and therefore transmission (Fig. 4) . Temperature is a major source of 606 environment-driven trait variation (Fig. 2) , and affects variation in both adult and juvenile traits in 607 vectors. 608 609 Figure 4 . An example trait-based model for malarial disease transmission. We illustrate here the 610 contrast in models and resulting dynamics produced from phenomenological vs. trait-based 611 approaches. Both models cover a time scale of one year and seek to predict the fluctuation in 612 transmission risk or rate (R 0 ) during that period. We only cover a subset of the full trait-based 613 framework, shown in black in the lower "trait-based" box because of the lack of parameterizations 614 available for species interaction-driven parameter s in vectors. Full details of both models can be 615 found in SI section 3. 616 617
To incorporate trait variation into transmission, we model the effects of temperature-driven 618 life-stage specific trait variation on vector population density, V, through the population's intrinsic 619 growth rate, r m . Full details of this worked example and the model are provided in SI section 3. 620 Briefly, r m is a function of adult peak fecundity (b pk ), age-related fecundity decline rate (κ), adult 621 mortality rate (μ) and juvenile development time (α) and juvenile mortality (μ J ). Variation in each of 622 these traits across temperature is characterized by the thermal performance curve of each trait. By 623 incorporating such environment-driven trait variation into a vector population abundance model we 624 can derive the transmission dynamics over time (Fig. 4) .
625
We contrast the trait-based approach with a phenomenological one that has been used in 626 previous studies ( (Fig. 4) , potentially with a time-lag. This result contrasts strongly with that from the trait-631 based approach that maps traits through parameter s to vector population size. Specifically, we 632 observe key differences in predictions of both abundance dynamics and the knock-on effects on 633 transmission: the trait-based model predicts that vector populations will emerge earlier in the year and 634 persist later into the cooler late summer season with a dip in the warmest period of the summer. These 635 differences in V feed through to a longer period of annual transmission with an early and late summer 636 peak. The trait-based model predicts a longer transmission season than the phenomenological model, 637
and reveals a decrease in transmission risk in the warmest period. The latter result in particular is 638 surprising given the general "warmer is better" view, but is consistent with the results of Mordecai et 639 al (2012) who used the "plugging-in approach" to incorporate variation (SI section 2.2). Interestingly, 640 when metabolic theory was used to mechanistically model of infection of an endothermic host with an 641 arctic nematode parasite, Molnar and colleagues observed that the continuous spring-to-fall 642 transmission season morphed into two distinct transmission seasons as climate warmed (Molnár, 643 2013) . The similarity in predicted transmission dynamics across these two very different systems 644 suggests that mechanistically incorporating trait variation can reveal general constraints on VBD 645 systems -in this case, the effect of temperature on VBD dynamics through life-history traits. 646
Additionally, a trait-based approach enables one to determine which traits matter the most for 647 determining thermal sensitivity of transmission dynamics (through trait sensitivity analyses; see next 648 section).
649
The example we have developed here also illustrates a key theoretical point we raised at the 650 start. If vector traits (eqn 1; assumption 2) change at the same or shorter timescales (here, driven by 651 within-year temperature change) than the rate of pathogen transmission, the classical approach will 652 fail to capture important aspects of contemporary transmission dynamics (Anderson & May, 1981; 653
Heesterbeek & Roberts, 1995; Bacaër, 2007). One approach towards relaxing the constant vector 654 population assumption of classical transmission models has been to build phenomenological models 655 for time varying vector populations, for example by assuming that the vector population oscillates 656 sinusoidally (Heesterbeek & Roberts, 1995; Bacaër, 2007) . Although this approach is relatively 657 simple, it cannot quantify or predict how variation in key vector traits or parameters (e.g., a, b, c, μ) 658 interact to drive transmission dynamics over time. Thus a trait-based approach provides new 659 mechanistic insights and hypotheses, and predicts non-trivial dynamics that would likely inform 660 public health and control decisions. 661 662
The importance of trait sensitivity analyses 663
In addition to producing novel predictions, the trait-based approach allows investigation into 664 the degree to which different traits drive transmission dynamics and underlying fitness effects. For 665 example, a (local) trait sensitivity analysis of the population fitness component of the above trait-666 based model allows us to investigate the relative importance of juvenile versus adult traits in 667 determining effects of temperature on abundance (and therefore transmission) (Fig. 5) . This leads to a key insight: juvenile traits-traditionally ignored in classical VBD studies-683 are expected to play a major role in determining vector fitness across temperatures, and therefore 684 abundance, and ultimately transmission. In particular, the trait sensitivity analysis adds further insight 685 to why the trait-based approach yields very different predictions for population abundance and R 0 686 compared to a phenomenological approach. The thermal sensitivity of abundance (V) and the 687 underlying population fitness (r m ) is driven by the variation of temperature-driven variation in larval 688 stage traits. These predictions and insights provide quantitative targets for validation using field data.
689
Sensitivity analyses of transmission measures with respect to traits also allow key traits to be 690 identified, guiding further empirical and theoretical work on the contributions of traits to VBD system 691 dynamics.
692
Key Challenges 693
The four components for building trait-based models that we have outlined above will each 694 face four challenges to differing degrees; data: how to prioritize experiments and report data; from Trait→Parameter to population dynamics modelling), such as Bayesian inference, with or 734 without prior information, will be key here (Clark, 2007; Johnson et al., 2015) . In addition, parameter 735 sensitivity analyses in trait-based models (Fig. 5) are crucial, and can provide biological insights into 736 the traits driving variation in transmission (Johnson et al., 2015) . 737 738
Model Validation and Selection

739
A fundamental goal of trait-based VBD research is to determine the conditions under which vector 740 traits drive significant variation in realized transmission rate. This requires validation of models at 741 each level or compartment of the framework (ideally) with data on the spatial or temporal distribution 742 of traits/drivers as predictors. In contrast to inference or calibration of a model, validation is the 743 process of assessing how well a parameterized model can replicate data that was not used for 744 parameter inference/calibration (i.e., out-of-sample prediction) (Hooten & Hobbs, 2015) . For 745 example, Trait→Parameter models need to be validated with data on population growth rates, the 746 subsequent population dynamics models need to be validated with data on abundance variation over 747 space or time, and the transmission models need to be validated using disease incidence data over 748 space and time. It is inevitable and useful that multiple models will be built to address the same question within any of 762 the compartments of a trait-based framework (Johnson & Omland, 2004 understanding VBD transmission, and data on all components of VBD systems are being collected.
787
The gains made in this field should be used to leverage progress in others.
788
Building a fully trait-based approach to modeling VBD dynamics is not the "quick and easy 789 path" (Kershner & Lucas, 1980 human intervention, such as insecticide resistance, is also possible within this framework. By 800 explicitly modelling the fitness of a given trait and its effect on population dynamics and fitness, trait-801 based approaches could be used to incorporate trait evolution into transmission models. Indeed, the 802 evolution of insecticide resistance is arguably the largest challenge to sustainable management of 803 vector borne diseases. Thus, a trait-based approach has the potential to better understand the 804 implication of both current (e.g., chemical pesticides) and future control measures (e.g., genetically 805 altered vectors) that inherently alter traits while suggesting innovative and nuanced ways to apply 806 control in a way that to anticipates changes driven by the inherent complexities of these systems. 
